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Analysis of the dynamic response of ships in accident scenarios requires a realistic idealisation of
environmental and operational conditions by multi-physics models. This paper presents a pro
cedure that simulates the influence of strongly coupled FSI effects on the dynamic response of
ships involved in typical collision and grounding events. Our method couples an explicit 6-DoF
structural dynamic finite element scheme with a hydrodynamic method accounting for (a) 6DoF potential flow hydrodynamic actions; (b) the influence of evasive ship speed in the way of
contact and (c) the effects of hydrodynamic resistance based on a RANS CFD model. Multi-physics
simulations for typical accident scenarios involving passenger ships confirm that suitable FSI
modelling may be critical for either collision or grounding events primarily because of the in
fluence of hydrodynamic restoring forces.

1. Introduction
Ships in operation are exposed to various accidents (e.g. collisions, groundings, fires, explosions, etc.) that in turn may lead to
serious Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) damages. According to Ref. [8] records from 2011 to 2018, 23,073 ship casualties have
been recorded. Cargo ships were the most frequent ship segment at risk (48.6%), followed by passenger ships (20.7%). Accidental
events resulted in 230 ship losses, 665 very serious casualties and 7694 person injuries. As shown in Fig. 1, 54.4% of casualties related
to navigational accidents such as collision (26.2%), contact (15.3%), and grounding/stranding (12.9%).
Whereas it is broadly accepted that accidents involving oil tankers may cause serious environmental pollution [16], all types of
accidents may relate to human factors and impact upon human life. The latter is particularly topical for modern cruise ships and RoPax
vessels. Fig. 2 shows two representative collision and grounding events of relevance: (a) the collision of a cargo ship with MV St.
Thomas Aquinas on Aug. 16, 2013 that lead to 108 deaths and 29 missing personnel [4]; (b) the grounding of Costa Concordia pas
senger vessel on Jan. 13, 2012 that led to 32 deaths [26]. The more recent collision of two Carnival passenger ships [5] and the
grounding accident of Seatruck Performance RoPax [24] add on a list of events demonstrating the importance of mitigating risks
associated with accidental events and their holistic consequences on people, safety and the maritime environment.
To prevent and minimise accidental damage effects, it is essential to account for risks in design (e.g. by accident prevention) and
operations (risk control options for preparedness against damages). The Safety of Life at Sea [37] IMO regulatory instrument accounts
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for such risks for passenger and cargo ships other than Bulk Carriers and Tankers originally stipulated in Refs. [15] Common Structural
Rules (CRS). SOLAS regulations idealise the influence of collision and grounding events by box-like damage extents [6]. Notwith
standing, it may be useful to evaluate the influence of realistic operational and environmental conditions on damage; especially
considering that [37] do not account for the influence of sea environmental on crashworthiness, and in turn possible effects of more
realistic damage extents on ship stability under extreme events (e.g. conditions associated with serious flooding).
The literature presents various models and procedures on collision and grounding mechanics using experimental, numerical and
analytical methods [34]. For example, for the case of collision [7], performed a large-scale test and developed a Finite Element Model
(FEM) procedure on the collision resistance of an X-core structure [22]. developed a simplified method for the analysis of ship
crashworthiness following a series of experimental and numerical investigations on ship bottom damages following grounding [27].
studied the effect of rock size and friction coefficients for a two-hold cargo section. More recently [32], studied the effects of rock-ship
structure interactions for the case of deformable rocks. A critical review of various studies that focused on the derivation and validation
of simplified models (e.g. [10, 11, 29, 30, 31, 36, 44-47] leads to the conclusion that from dynamic response perspective the approach
of [36] could be perceived as the most practical. The effects of collision parameters on structural response characteristics have also
been studied by other authors such as [14, 29-31] and [11]. However, all these models consider only part of the ship (e.g., 1–2 cargo
holds, bottom/side structures, etc.) and apply restrictions in 6 Degree of Freedom (DoF) structural dynamics. They also neglect the
combined seakeeping/manoeuvring influence of hydrodynamic effects on dynamic response. In an attempt to take into account some
of these effects, [20,21] developed the subroutine MCOL in LS-DYNA and applied the method to evaluate the structural response
following a ship-submarine collision event [43]. introduced a structural analysis procedure by coupling LS-DYNA with a potential flow
seakeeping solver. More recently [33], carried out a Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) analysis by coupling an Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method with FEM and compared results against MCOL. Their prediction is body exact (Level 4 method as
per [12] and therefore accounts for the combined effects of fluid motions on FEM. However, it is computationally uneconomic and does
not account for other multi-physics effects such as the combined influence of ship hydrodynamics, evasive velocity in the way of
contact and ship resistance on dynamic response.
In this paper we introduce a 3D FSI model that combines the influence of 6-DoF seakeeping/manoeuvring and ship resistance with
an explicit FEM scheme. Along these lines we present a novel and practical procedure that models the combined effects of ship dy
namics in waves on ship crashworthiness and dynamic response (see section 2 and Table 1). Applied examples of relevance focus on
passenger ships subject to typical collision and grounding events are presented (see section 3) with the aim to conclude the influence of
realistic multi-physics assumptions on dynamic response (see section 5).
2. An FSI procedure for ship structural crashworthiness
Fig. 3 illustrates a novel multi-physics procedure for the analysis of the structural dynamic response and, consequently, structural
crashworthiness of ships subject to collision and grounding events. The methodology comprises three parts, namely: (a) wet analysis in
still water conditions; (b) dry structure modelling and (c) FSI modelling/analysis. The wet analysis module accounts for (i) the impact
velocity in the way of contact following evasive action; (ii) the influence of surrounding water following potential flow radiation/
diffraction hydrodynamics leading in turn to the estimation of restoring, added mass and wave damping forces, and (iii) the influence
of hydrodynamic resistance in still water conditions. Dry modelling involves the development of a 3D FEM. This model idealises all
longitudinal and transverse elements of the ships involved in a collision or grounding scenarios as well as the condition of sea bottom
for a grounding scenario. The ships are modelled as deformable structures. However, the seabed rocks are idealised as rigid bodies. In
the FSI modelling/analysis, boundary and loading conditions on an explicit FEM solver stem from hydrodynamic actions. Conse
quently, a coupled FSI scheme is employed to assess nonlinear dynamic response (reaction forces and moments) at each time step (see
section 3). LS-DYNA [23] was used for FEM. Hydrodynamic actions following seakeeping analysis (e.g. added mass, restoring force,
damping forces etc.) were evaluated with BV Hydrostar [1] solver. This enabled coupling the seakeeping actions with structural
response in MCOL [9]. The impact velocity in the way of contact was evaluated independently using the method of [40]. For both
grounding and collision simulations, resistance forces accounting for forward speed effects were evaluated using STAR CCM+ [38] and
were directly applied to the FEM. The simulation assumed fixed terms of hydrodynamic properties in intact conditions. Table 1
summarises assumptions applied in past existing approaches and the method introduced in this paper. As shown in Table 1, this study
considers a more realistic situation of ships in grounding and collision than existing approaches.

Fig. 1. Distribution of casualty events with a ship during 2011–2017 [8].
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3. Study case
3.1. Target structures
Table 2 and Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the two target ships, namely passenger ship (Ship A) and Ro-Pax ship (Ship B) used in this study.
Ship A was used to model for both collision (struck by Ship B) and grounding simulations.
3.2. Accident scenarios
3.2.1. Collision scenario
For the collision scenario, the variables considered were: (a) speed, (b) displacement, (c) location and (d) angle. Review of the
statistical analysis of collision accidents presented by Ref. [28] suggests that a realistic operational scenario leading to serious damage
is reflected to striking/struck ship velocity ratio of the order of 2.5. This ratio corresponds to the upper 30% range of available ship
samples and as such, was perceived as representative enough for this study. Fig. 6 demonstrates a collision event when striking ship B is
progressing with speed of 5 knots along surge direction while struck Ship A progresses with surge speed of 2 knots at 90◦ to Ship B. Both
ships were assumed to operate in fully loaded conditions with the collision event taking place in the way of the centre of the transverse
bulkheads at amidships of ship A.
3.2.2. Grounding scenario
For the grounding scenario, the variables considered were: (a) speed, (b) location and (c) rock geometric properties [37]. provides
bottom damage characteristics for passenger and cargo ships other than oil tankers as presented in Table 3. Based on these regulations,
the maximum damage extents of Ship A were evaluated as 12.8 × 5.37 × 1.61 (m) in longitudinal, transverse and vertical directions
respectively. The rock was modelled as rigid with dimensions shown in Fig. 7(a). It is noted that the rock height accounted for the
double bottom height (= 1.6 m) of Ship A, and grounding was assumed to progress along the centerline of the vessel. Such a scenario
could possibly lead to a serious flooding event. The ship has 11 knots of grounding speed in way of contact. This corresponds to the
mean grounding speed of passenger ships (including RoPax) [42].
3.3. The influence of operations and environmental conditions
3.3.1. Impact velocity in 6-DoF
A manoeuvring analysis tool that calculates the velocity in 6-DoF following an evasive manoeuvre has been developed by Ref. [39]
based on Matusiak’s model [25]. The model used a 4th order Runge-Kutta numerical integration to account for the ship equations of
motion at each time step by the following 6 × 6 system of matrix equations:
{ }
{ }
(1)
[M + Ma ] Ẍ + [FD ] Ẋ + [FR ]{X} = [FC1 ] + [FC2 ] + [FE ]
where [M] and [Ma ] are the structural mass/inertia and added mass/inertia matrices, {Ẍ}, {Ẋ} and {X} are the acceleration, velocity
and displacement, [FD ] is the damping force, [FR ] is the restoring force, [FC1 ] is the Coriolis and centripetal forces, [FC2 ] is the control
force including resistance, propeller and rudder forces, and [FE ] is the environmental force by wind and waves, respectively.
The manoeuvring simulation was carried out in calm water conditions and at a low speed of ship; thus, out of plane motions were
assumed to be almost zero before the impact according to the model presented by [39,40]. Consequently, the impact velocity in the
way of contact for collision and grounding simulations have been obtained and applied to the FE model (see Table 4) for both collision
and grounding scenarios described in section 3.2.
3.3.2. Hydrodynamic properties
As per [20]; MCOL was used to solve seakeeping in 6-DoF:

Fig. 2. Examples of (a) collision and (b) grounding accidents.
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Table 1
Comparison of assumptions between existing approaches and the new method.
References
[14]
[7]
[27]
[11]
[44]
[22]
[43]
[45]
[32]
[47]
[33]
Present
study

Method

Extent of target structures

Hydrodynamic
properties

Impact
velocity

Resistance force

x
x
x

Plated girder
Partial structure
2 cargo holds

–
–
Partially

–
–
–

x
x
x
x
x

X-core structure
A cargo hold
Partial stiffened panel
Partial structure
Plate for test and analytical/a cargo hold for
FEM
Partial of bottom
Entire ship
Entire hull and partial structure
Entire ship

–
–
–
All properties
–

Surge
Surge
Surge and
heave
Surge
Surge
Surge
Surge
Surge

–
Added mass
All properties
All properties

Surge
Surge
Surge
6 DoF

–
–
Yes (ALE)
Yes (RANS
CFDa)

T

A

FEM

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

FSI

x
x
x

x (ALE)
x
(MCOL)

–
–
–
–
–

a
Note: T: laboratory test (experiment), A: Analytical method, FEM: Finite Element Method, FSI: Fluid Structure Interaction method, ALE: Arbitary
Langragean Eulerean FSI scheme, MCOL: LS-DYNA subroutine program, RANS CFD: Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes Computational Fluid Dynamics
solver.

Fig. 3. Procedure for dynamic response analysis of ships subject to collisions and groundings.
Table 2
Principal dimensions of target ships.
Length overall (m)
Breadth (m)
Design draught (m)
Gross tonnage (tonnes)
Block coefficient

Ship A

Ship B

238.0
32.2
7.2
63,000
0.661

221.5
30.0
6.9
45,000
0.578

Fig. 4. Passenger ship (Ship A) for both collision (struck) and grounding.

(2)

[M + Ma ][ẍ] + [G][ẋ] = [FR (x)] + [FD (x)] + [FV (x)] + [FC ]

4
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Fig. 5. Ro-Ro passenger ship (Ship B) for collision (striking).

Fig. 6. Collision scenario.
Table 3
Bottom damage characteristics for passenger ships [37] (L: ship length; B: ship breadth).
Longitudinal extent (m)

min.{(L2/3 ) /3, 14.5}

Transverse extent (m)

min.{B /6, 10} For 0.3L from the F.P. of the ship

Vertical extent from the keel line (m)

min.{B /20, 2}

min.{B /6, 5} Any other part of the ship

Fig. 7. Definition of rock and impact location.
Table 4
Initial impact velocity for collision and grounding obtained by the maneuvering analysis.
Events

Ship

Surge (m/s)

Sway (m/s)

Heave (m/s)

Roll (◦ /s)

Pitch (◦ /s)

Yaw (◦ /s)

Collision

A
B
A

1.0280
2.5700
5.6590

0.1510
0.4510
−0.1470

0.0000
−0.0007
−0.0009

0.0000
0.0000
−0.0240

0.0000
−0.0003
−0.0021

−0.0770
−0.1920
0.3070

Grounding

where x is the earth-fixed Centre of Gravity (CoG) of the ship, [M] and [Ma ] are the structural mass/inertia and added mass/inertia
matrices, [G] is the skew-symmetrical gyroscopic matrix, and [FR ], [FD ], [FV ] and [FC ] are the hydrostatic restoring, wave damping,
viscous and contact forces, respectively. It is noted that the left-hand side terms of Eq. (2) are body fixed terms and the right-hand terms
depend on the ship’s motion.
The generalised structural mass (M) and the added mass matrices (Ma ) in 6-DoF were defined as:

5
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⎡

m
⎢0
⎢
⎢0
M=⎢
⎢0
⎢
⎣0
0
⎡

0 0
0
m 0
0
0 m
0
0 0 Ixx
0 0 −Ixy
0 0 −Ixz

m11
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ m31
Ma = ⎢
⎢ 0
⎢
⎣ m51
0

0
m22
0
m42
0
m62

m13
0
m33
0
m53
0

0
0
0
−Ixy
Iyy
−Iyz
0
m24
0
m44
0
m64

⎤
0
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
−Ixz ⎥
⎥
−Iyz ⎦
Izz
m15
0
m35
0
m55
0

(3)

⎤
0
m26 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
m46 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎦
m66

(4)

where m is the mass of ship, Ixx , Iyy and Izz are the mass moments of inertia in each direction, Ixy , Iyz and Ixz are the bi-products of inertia,
respectively in way of the three dimensional reference system; mij is an added mass in the ith-direction caused by an acceleration in jthdirection assuming port/starboard symmetry [35].
The restoring force related with the water plane area (see term [FR ] in Eqs. (1) and (2)), was expressed by the hydrostatic restoring
matrix (K) as:
⎡
⎤
0 0
0
0
0
0
⎢0 0
0
0
0
0⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢0 0
AW
AW ⋅ yW −AW ⋅ xW 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
(5)
K = ρg⎢
JWx
−JWxy
0⎥
⎢ 0 0 AW ⋅ yW
⎥
⎣ 0 0 −AW ⋅ xW −JWxy
JWy
0⎦
0 0
0
0
0
0
where ρ is the density of water, g is the gravitational acceleration, AW is the area of waterplane, xW and yW are the centre of area in each
direction, JWx and JWy are the second moment of inertia of waterplane area, and JWxy is the product of inertia, respectively.
In MCOL, frequency-dependent wave damping matrices represent the influence of wave memory effects. In the idealisation pre
sented 0.1–2.5 rad/s of frequencies with 0.1 interval were applied to account for wave damping forces. The relationship between
viscous force and moments may change depending on the ship’s speed. However, forward speed parameters were assumed zero on the

Fig. 8. (a)Computational domain and boundary conditions in STAR CCM+.(b)Generated grids (3D view) us/ed in CFD simulations of STAR CCM+
(Total number of grids = 4.3 million (0.6 million for coarse, 1.2 million for medium and 2.5 million for fine mesh) in this CFD simulation.
6
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basis that: (i) speeds for the case of either collision or grounding events were low, and the wave environment was considered calm; (ii)
in hydrodynamic terms the relationship between ship’s speed and viscous damping is prone to various uncertainties [3,12].
3.3.3. Resistance force
In traditional naval architecture the resistance force is generally related to ship speed as per [13]. For the purpose of this inves
tigation it was assumed that during the collision scenario the struck ship experiences a primary resistance force in beam seas because of
sway motions on her side shell. The influence of resistance force on surge dynamics of the striking ship during the collision event and
for the case of the grounding scenario were idealised by the STAR CCM+ (2019) Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver. A
k − ε turbulence model and the Finite Volume Method (FVM) were used for the evaluation of velocity-dependent resistance forces [2].
The Volume of Fluid (VOF) method was used to idealise the water-air interaction in the way of the water free surface. Fig. 8(a) shows
the computational domain and boundary conditions used in these simulations. The automated mesh option in STAR-CCM+ was used to
generate the trimmed hexahedral mesh with additional refinement at some critical part of the domain such as the zone near to the hull,
free surface and leading edge of the plates. For best accuracy, the thickness of the first prism layer was defined such that the y +
magnitudes are always greater than 30. A fine mesh scheme was used and the grid computational domain is shown in Fig. 8(b).
Calculated resistance forces for ships with forward (surge) speeds for the striking/grounded ships and sway speed for the struck ship
are shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows the ship speed during the accident and resistance force-time histories that were applied in the way of
the centre of gravity of the finite element model.
4. Finite element (FE) modelling
The LS-DYNA [23] explicit nonlinear FE solver was used to analyse the dynamic response for both collision and grounding sce
narios. The FE model comprises of shell elements idealising the 2-dimensional structure (plate) and beam elements for modelling the
1-dimensional members (stiffeners, beams, columns, etc.). Shell elements use the Belytschko-Tsay formulation that accounts for the
translational and rotational velocity of nodes in 6 DoF [23]. Beams are modelled according to the Hughes-Liu with cross-section
integration model that allows for the implementation of user defined cross sections [23].
The influences of operations and environmental conditions were applied as per section 3.3. FEM assumed that both ships are made
of mild steel (see Table 5). This may be considered adequate as in passenger ships only few structures are made of aluminium or
anisotropic material. The structural dynamic effects of strain rate depend on impact velocity and were implemented by the CowperSymonds equation (see Eq. (6)) [18]:
[

σYd = 1 +

( ε̇ )1/q ]
C

(6)

σY

where σYd and σ Y are the yield strength in static and dynamic loads, ε̇ is the strain rate, and C and q are material related coefficients
(Cowper-Symonds coefficients).
To suitably idealise fracture criteria, a dynamic fracture strain factor of the order of 0.1 was considered. The strain factor is by
definition velocity-dependent and accordingly varies depending on the strain rate. However, based on the work of [17,19] the constant
value of 0.1 that may be considered representative enough especially for ships subject to collision or grounding events was used in this
study. To idealise the ship – ship contact during collision and ship-rock contact during grounding the so-called ‘surface to surface contact
option’ and ‘single surface contact option’ of LS-DYNA were applied. The latter accounts for self-contact in fractured or folded structures
[23]. The static and dynamic friction coefficient used in these contact options was 0.3 [19]. Table 6 summarises results from a mesh
convergence study that focused on displacements obtained on the port side of the struck vessel during collision. As expected, initial

Fig. 9. Resistance force vs. speed for collision and grounding scenarios.
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Fig. 10. Applied resistance force-time history for collision and grounding scenarios.
Table 5
Material properties applied in the present study.
Density (kg/m3)

7850

Yield strength (MPa)

235

Young’s modulus (GPa)

Cowper-Symonds coefficients

205.8

C

q

40.4

5

Dynamic fracture strain (−)

0.1

Table 6
Results of mesh convergence study.
Ref. element size (mm)
150
200
250
300

Maximum response

Difference*

Penetration (m)

Absorbed energy (MJ)

Penetration

Absorbed energy

13.12
13.40
14.36
14.49

78.64
79.14
80.57
82.66

1.00
1.02
1.09
1.10

1.00
1.01
1.02
1.05

Note: * is the ratio between results by using 150 mm element and each element size.
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Fig. 11. FE models with refined element zone for FE simulations.

penetration was observed at the tip of the striking ship’s bow where the first contact took place. Based on engineering experience [19,
41], the optimum element edge size of 200 mm was selected and applied in the way of the expected damage area (see Fig. 11).
To idealise the influence of multi-physics (i) hydrostatic and seakeeping properties; (ii) the evasive speed in the way of contact and
(iii) hydrodynamic resistance were applied as boundary conditions. The combined effects of all these simulations were run on a
supercomputing facility using 6 cores of CPU and 12 GB of RAM over 10 days and simulations assumed durations of 40 s for the
collision event and 60 s for the grounding event.
The collision analysis modelling technique was validated with the analytical approach introduced by Liu et al. [48]. Accordingly,
the internal energy (E) comprising of the absorbed and frictional energy of the striking ship with 90 deg. of collision angle (Eq. (7)) is
given as:
E=

1
1
V2
2 Dx − kkxy Dy ax

(7)

where Dx , Dy , kx and ky represent respectively factors regarding the mass/added mass, breadth, collision location of striking and struck
ships, and Vax is the velocity of striking ship Liu et al. (2017).
The analytical method gives 60.385 MJ of internal energy. The internal energy by the numerical analysis with hydrodynamic
properties was 59.03 MJ (of which 32.93 MJ corresponded to absorbed energy and 26.10 MJ to the frictional energy). This confirmes
that the modelling technique adopted in this study is reasonable. Based on the adequacy of the collision simulations, the same
modelling technique was implemented for the grounding FE analysis.
5. Dynamic response
5.1. The influence of velocity in way of contact
Figs. 12 and 13 demonstrate comparisons of structural dynamic responses (penetration, grounding length and absorbed energy) for
both collision and grounding scenarios. Simulations accounted for the influence of surge velocity in way of contact following 6-DoF

Fig. 12. Effect of initial impact velocity in collisions.
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Fig. 13. Effect of initial impact velocity in groundings.

maneuvering analysis as per [40]. For the collision scenario, initial impact velocities in the sway motion of the struck ship and the
surge motion of striking ship (following zig-zag maneuvering analysis) are shown in Table 4. Results demonstrate an 8% maximum
difference in the dynamic response with and without accounting for the influence of impact velocity (i.e. maneuvering effects) (see
Fig. 12(a)). For the case considered this could be attributed to the decrease in the relative speed between struck and striking ships in
way of contact. On the other hand, for the grounding scenario the influence of maneuvering on the grounding length was minor. This is
because the ship forward speed of 11 knots of surge motion dominated the magnitude of the damage length. However, the absorbed
energy of the grounded ship seemed to be influenced more by the combined sway and roll motions on impact speed. In conclusion, it
appears that ship damage extents pertaining to either collision or grounding events may be influenced by the magnitude of surge
motions associated with forward speed. In addition:
• For collision, the impact velocity may directly affect the horizontal and vertical extents of damage. However, pitch motion of the
striking ship could further amplify the energy and thus increase further these damage extents. In addition, the sway velocity of
struck ship affects structural reponses due to the relative velocity. For example, the sway velocity of the struck ship which has the
same direction with the surge velocity of the striking ship may lead to smaller damage than the one the ship would experience in an
opposite to the striking ship (see Figs. 12 and 13).
• For grounding, heave, pitch and roll motions seem to affect ship damage extents.
5.2. The influence of surrounding water
Fig. 14 shows how different hydrodynamic actions (e.g. added mass, damping, restoring forces) may affect ship response. When all
hydrodynamic properties are considered the energy influencing the dynamics of the struck ship becomes higher. Thus, the extents of
damage may increase (see Fig. 14(d)) as compared to more simplified simulation cases (e.g. without added mass, restoring force, etc.).
When damping matrices are considered, the energy appears to be a marginally lower due to the different energy dissipation mech
anism. On the other hand, added mass effects seem to marginally influence the energy absorbed by the structure in comparison to
restoring forces. Instead they seem to have greater significance upon the absorbed energy and penetration margins imposed upon the
struck and striking ships (see Fig. 14(d) and (f)). Fig. 15 demonstrates representative extents of damage on the struck ship 12 s after the
first contact. This time window is considered satisfactory in terms of obtaining converged results and therefore the idealisations
represented may be considered realistic. Hydrodynamic damping effects progressively reduce as motion effects decay following
collision (Fig. 14(c)). Fig. 16 presents the sway and roll motions of the struck ship. It also shows that the restoring forces affect sway
and roll motions, and the added mass on struck ship predominantly influences the sway motion of the ship.
Fig. 17 demonstrates results from grounding analysis. The maximum extent of damage along the length direction when added mass
effects are not accounted for is longer by 10.3% in comparison to results accounting for added mass. The influence of the restoring force
on grounding length is even more significant. This is possibly because of the grounded ship sharp rotations in pitch direction after her
first contact with the rigid rock. The mechanism of grounding and collision are similar. In both cases the influence of hydrodynamic
damping forces in the response reduce the absorbed energy by structures (Figs. 17(c) and Fig. 14(c)). Fig. 18 illustrates the extents of
damage at the end of the grounding event when reaction forces are negligible. A few seconds after the initial impact, there are small
damages in way of the bow as there is no restoring force and the grounded ship tends to rapidly ride up and rotate (see Figs. 17(b) and
18(d)).
Hydrodynamic actions affect grounded and struck ships in different ways. For example, the added mass of the object in groundings
influences the kinetic energy dissipation (see Fig. 18(a) and (b)). On the other hand, added mass effects on the struck ship may lead to
increase in the ship’s total weight (self-weight + added mass) and therefore makes the struck ship’s sway movement slower (1.058/
10
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Fig. 14. The influence of hydrodynamic properties in collision scenario.
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Fig. 15. The influence of hydrodynamic properties on damage extends 12 s after collision.

Fig. 16. The influence of hydrodynamic properties on sway and roll motions 12 s after collision.

12=0.09 m/s with added mass vs. 1.560/12=0.13 m/s without added mass) during collision (see Fig. 16(a) and (b)). The restoring
force significantly affects the motions of roll for the struck ship and pitch during grounding.
5.3. The influence of hydrodynamic resistance
Fig. 19 shows the results of collision analysis with and without the influence of hydrodynamic resistance force. When the resistance
force is accounted for the struck ship only, penetration length increases because of the so-called ‘push-back’ effect. This same effect is
opposite for the case of the striking ship because the kinetic energy is overtaking the potential energy generated during the event. The
resistance force on the struck ship is dominant on the penetration and absorbed energy of the struck ship (Fig. 19(a) and (c)). On the
other hand, the energy content of the striking ship is mostly affected by the force she receives during the accidental event (Fig. 19(d)).
When hydrodynamic resistance forces are applied on both ships, the effect of resistance force is small as hydrodynamic actions and
associated ship dynamics balance out (i.e. while we have small damage due to resistance force on striking ship the damage due to
resistance force on struck ship is large). Fig. 20 confirms that the effect of hydrodynamic resistance on grounding induced structural
dynamic response is minor possibly due to the fact that associated hydrodynamic actions are sharply decreased during the accident
12
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Fig. 17. The influence of hydrodynamic properties in groundings.

Fig. 18. The influence of hydrodynamic properties on damage extents at the end of grounding event.

(see also Fig. 10 demonstrating resistance force time history).
5.4. Summary
Table 7 confirms that the maximum structural dynamic response following collision or grounding is sensitive to FSI effects. Yet, the
level of amplification of results may vary and mostly depends on the influence of hydrodynamic restoring forces during the accident.
Fig. 21 compares the structural crashworthiness (penetration or grounding length vs. absorbed energies) regardless of time for collision
13
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Fig. 19. The influence of resistance force in collisions.

(see Fig. 21(a)) and grounding (see Fig. 21(b)). Fig. 21 shows that the traditional approach (see C-ref and G-ref in Table 7(a) and (b))
that does not consider the effects of FSI associated with maneuvering and hydrodynamic resistance underestimates the structural
resistance. On the other hand, the same C-ref and G-ref values (see Table 7(a) and (b)) overestimate the damage (penetration and
grounding length) at the same energy level. This observation could be important from a standards development perspective, especially
considering that existing rules account only for kinetic energy effects to assess structural capacity or response.
6. Conclusions
This paper explored the influence of multi-physics on the dynamic response of passenger ships subject to collision and grounding
accidents. The model introduced accounted for (a) the initial impact velocity in 6-DoF following zig-zag maneuvering analysis as per
Taimuri (2020); (b) hydrodynamic properties associated with the influence of surrounding water (restoring force, added mass and
damping forces) by potential flow theory, and (c) hydrodynamic resistance forces that reflect that change of velocity during accidents
via CFD RANS simulations. The results presented suggest that FSI effects associated with hydrodynamic restoring forces may be the
most influential on the structural dynamic response. It was found that the initial velocities of the sway force component of the struck
ship and the surge velocity of striking ship may affect the penetration following the collision event. Key conclusions may be sum
marised as follows:
• Modelling the effects of FSI is useful in terms of understanding the influence of hydrodynamics on dynamic response and eventually
the ship’s crashworthiness.
• The major influence of restoring forces affect both structural damages and absorbed energy. This is because they restrict roll motion
in collision accidents and pitch motion in grounding events.
• Accounting for the effects added mass may lead to smaller damage extents in grounding (see Fig. 17(a)), but bigger damage in
collision (see Fig. 14(a)).
• The influence of hydrodynamic damping on ship dynamics relates mostly with the absorbed energy of the system that decreases
proportionally with the decreasing amplitude of ship motions.
14
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Fig. 20. The influence of resistance force on grounding.
Table 7a
Comparison of structural responses on struck ship at 12 s after collision.
No.

C-ref

Related

C-1

C-2

C-3

C-4

C-5

C-6

C-7

C-8

Velocity

Hydrodynamic properties

Impact velocity

Surge

6-DoF

Surge

Surge

Surge

Surge

6-DoF

Added mass
Restoring
Damping
Resistance force

O
O
O
X

O
O
O
X

X
O
O
X

O
X
O
X

O
O
X
X

X
X
X
X

O
O
O
On both

O
O
O
Only struck

O
O
O
Only striking

Penetration (m)

10.43
(0.00)
32.93
(0.00)

9.85
(-5.56)
30.79
(-6.49)

10.00
(-4.08)
31.52
(-4.28)

8.97
(-14.00)
26.22
(-20.36)

10.44
(0.11)
33.13
(0.62)

6.80
(-34.81)
14.22
(-56.82)

9.75
(-0.97)*
32.96
(7.04)*

9.98
(1.35)*
32.46
(5.41)*

9.68
(-1.67)*
31.86
(3.46)*

Absorbed energy on struck ship (MJ)

Resistance force

Note: O signifies that the scenario considers the effect, and X means the scenario doesn’t take the parameter.
Note: ( ) is the difference in % compared with C-ref, and ( )* is the difference in % compared with C-1.

• The surge velocity of striking or grounded ship is the most important factor affecting the extents of damage during collision or
grounding events. The sway velocity of a struck or grounded ship is less critical than surge velocity. This is because the sway speed
is much slower than the surge speed (see effects of velocity in 6 DoF in Figs. 12(a) and 13(a)). However, it significantly affects the
extent of damage in directions other than the grounding length during collisions/groundings.
• From an overall perspective, the effect of resistance forces seems minor. Yet, for the case of collision, there are indications that
hydrodynamic resistance actions could lead to some marginal increase of the structural absorbed energy and hence forces leading
to structural deformation.
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Table 7b
Comparison of structural responses in grounding at the end of grounding.
No.

G-ref

Related

G-1

G-2

Velocity

Hydrodynamic properties

G-3

G-4

G-5

G-6
Resistance force

Impact velocity

Surge

6-DoF

Surge

Surge

Surge

Surge

6-DoF

Added mass
Restoring
Damping
Resistance force

O
O
O
X

O
O
O
X

X
O
O
X

O
X
O
X

O
O
X
X

X
X
X
X

O
O
O
O

Grounding length (m)

116.50
(0.00)
182.68
(0.00)

117.95
(1.24)
192.96
(5.63)

128.49
(10.29)
214.64
(17.50)

14.95
(-87.17)
17.58
(-90.38)

116.12
(-0.33)
185.76
(1.69)

10.37
(-91.10)
9.65
(-94.72)

111.70
(-5.30)*
188.99
(-2.06)*

Absorbed energy (MJ)

Note: O signifies that the scenario considers a parameter, and X means the scenario doesn’t take the effect.
Note: ( ) is the difference in % compared with G-ref, and ( )* is the difference in % compared with G-1.

Fig. 21. The influence of hydrodynamic simulations on the crashworthiness of ship structures.
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